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From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  10/16/2018 8:22:09 PM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT #5; SEDITION, TREASON & CIVIL UNREST: 

The 2018 DEMONRAT Candidate for Governor of Georgia, STACEY ABRAMS, asked illegal 

aliens to vote for her in NOVEMBER 2018 (FNC). The Georgia Constitution and 15th 

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution allow only "right of citizens to vote" but not non-citizens. 

STACEY ABRAMS words admit she is an ANARCHIST and one of the RADICAL LEFT who 

support a foreign-based "RECONQUISTA" of the U.S. The OPEN SOCIETY FOUNDATION 

and CENTER FOR POPULAR DEMOCRACY are Left-Wing EXTREMIST groups funded by 

GEORGE SOROS. These and similar subversive groups covertly support EXTREMISTS such 

as STACEY ABRAMS who pursue overthrow of lawful United States government of We the 

People. 

 

BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA is a founder and supporter of "ORGANIZING FOR ACTION" 

(OFA), a COMMUNIST OLINSKY group. OLINSKY precepts call for bringing anyone who 

thinks differently than OLINSKYITES into submission by first demeaning them, then use of 

threats on those who refuse to bow to the evil, and finally use of physical force to beat 

opponents into submission or kill them when nothing else works. Joseph Stalin did this when he 

executed around 20-million unarmed non-converts in Russia. STACEY ABRAMS election 

would create one more SOROS-funded front of such COMMUNIST EXTREMISM in the U.S. 

Obama's OLINSKY group, OFA, is behind ANTIFA extremists who are using violence to shut 

down conservative free speech. ANTIFA members call themselves "antifascists" but are in 

actual practice FACISTS and ANARCHISTS. It is a normal COMMUNIST tactic to say one 

thing while doing another. Such an act is Hillary Clinton pandering to minorities to gain votes 

then ignoring minority needs after being voted into office. ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER 

THAN WORDS. 

 

Incitement by Radical-Left COMMUNISTS to "impeach" President Trump for "treason", then 

threats to impeach Justice Brett Kavanaugh are the standard COMMUNIST game plan. This, 

supported by fake news of the radical-left COMMUNIST NEWS NETWORKs (CNN, 

MSNBC, NBC, etc.) is one plank of the COMMUNIST MANIFESTO and an OLINSKY tactic. 

They hope to weaken and destroy government of We the People by defaming our PUBLIC 

SERVANTS. They intend to destroy confidence in our PUBLIC OFFICES and government so 

they can take over by any subversive means possible, including violence, without public outcry. 

The COMMUNIST BOLSHEVIKS did this to overthrow the Czar of Russia when they 

murdered him and his family in 1917-1918. 

 

If you know the evildoers intent by prior education, then they are unlikely to succeed. 

PROVERBS 4:6; MATTHEW 7:24; I THESSALONIANS 4:13, 5:6-8; I PETER 5:8-9. Intent 

of the COMMUNIST/FASCIST groups to overthrow our Constitutional Republic (U.S. 

Constitution, Article IV, Section 4) is SEDITION and TREASON. 
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SEDITION AND TREASON BY THE COMMUNIST DEMONRATS: 

Relevant laws on Left-Wing actions against We the People are as follows: 

TREASON 

"Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States, levies war against them or adheres to their 

enemies, giving them aid and comfort within the United States or elsewhere, is guilty of treason 

and shall suffer death, or shall be imprisoned not less than five years and fined under this title 

but not less than $10,000; and shall be incapable of holding any office under the United States". 

Title 18 USC, Sec. 2381. 

"If an American citizen commits an act which weakens, or tends to weaken, the power of the 

United States to resist or to attack the enemies of the United States, that is in law giving aid and 

comfort to the enemies of the United States". U.S. v Fricke, 259 F 673, 676 (SD NY 1919). 

MISPRISON OF TREASON 

"Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States and having knowledge of the commission of 

any treason against them, conceals and does not, as soon as may be, disclose and make known 

the same to the President or to some judge of the United States, or to the governor or to some 

judge or justice of a particular State, is guilty of misprison of treason and shall be fined under 

this title or imprisoned not more than seven years, or both". Title 18 USC, Sec. 2382. 

SEDITION 

"Whoever incites, sets on foot, assists, or engages in any rebellion or insurrection against the 

authority of the United States or the laws thereof, or gives aid and comfort thereto, shall be 

fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; and shall be incapable of 

holding any office under the United States". Title 18 USC, Sec. 2383. 

Aforesaid activities of the COMMUNISTS, who aid and abet non-citizens invading our country 

and advocate ANARCHY in their power grab, are SEDITION and TREASON. 

 

MARTIAL LAW 

Limited martial law may be used to end the unlawful "RECONQUISTA" invasion, coming 

through our largely unprotected borders, by INSURGENTS seeking to overthrow our lawful 

government. "Whenever the President considers that unlawful obstructions, combinations, or 

assemblages, or rebellion against the authority of the United States, make it impracticable to 

enforce the laws of the United States in any State by the ordinary course of judicial 

proceedings, he may call into Federal service such of the militia of any State, and use such of 

the armed forces, as he considers necessary to enforce those laws or to suppress the rebellion". 

10 USC, Sec. 252. "Congress may, in case of insurrection in any State, authorize the President 

to call out militia of other States to suppress such insurrection". LUTHER v BORDEN, 48 US 

1, ____ (1849). It's a fact: COMMUNISTS like Nancy Pelosi admit they support the violence of 

ANTIFA, AZATLAN, MECCHA and MS13. A 100-yard wide area at our southern land border 

should be made a military base and placed under martial law, like the Korean DMZ, to protect 

We the People from ongoing ANARCHY and intended RECONQUISTA of the 5 Southwestern 

States. 

The TRUTH shall set you free. JOHN 8:32. 

 


